
Oh, we watch it fall away. Just to laugh as we break. Crippled by our motivations, irrational distaste. Yet we 
all stray away. Falling deep into the portraits that we paint. Falling deeper still, the ink seeps through my 
veins. Swaying through this vacant portrait, I can only faintly recall what drove me here. Surrounded by the 
world around 



All praise! Praise to Yevon and the maesters, now repent your sins. For our lives are forever in 
danger, due to a pilgrimage that never never ends. 
 
All alone, can you see the end from here. All alone, suffocating in your fear. Will you find the 
way out of here. Darkness binds, eternally lost in this sphere. 
 
Once this is over what will it cost? Will there be more lies and more deception? False 
accusations as moral deflections? Another creed of people used, another scapegoat added. 
How many have been taken by this fear? How the fuck do we come back from here? 
 
As blind faith takes control, takes the reins from your grasp. Left here to repeat the cycle, The 
future becomes the past. 
 
No. All praise to Ye Yevon. A self-righteous manifestation. The origin of all infections. Using the 
lose of an old war to breed contempt. Now sacrifice yourself to maintain the cycle, or cast all 
aside and leave here in shambles.  
 
As blind faith takes control, takes the reins from your grasp. Left here to repeat the cycle, The 
future becomes the past. Lost in the confusion, blinded by your fear. Break from the confusion, 
or remain stranded 
 
All alone, can you see the end from here. All alone, suffocating in your fear. Will you find the 
way out of here. Darkness binds, eternally lost in this sphere. 
 
Once this is over, what will it cost? Die as a martyr of symbolic loss? Once this is over, what will 
it cost? Die as a symbol or leave them lost! 
 
Will you leave them lost? 
 
As blind faith takes control, takes the reins from your grasp. Left here to repeat the cycle, The 
future becomes the past. Lost in the confusion, blinded by your fear. Break from the confusion, 
or remain stranded 



And Falling deeper still, the ink seeps through my veins. Swaying through this vacant 
portrait in which we fall away. And Falling deeper still, the ink seeps through my veins. 
Swaying through this vacant portrait in which we fall away. 



Oh, and falling deeper still. The ink seeps through my veins. Swaying through this vacant portrait, in which 
we fall away. Yet we all stray away. Falling deep into the portraits that we paint. 
 
I cannot remember where I'm needed. These passages are painted with filth and grime. My worst horrors are 
realized. Rip me to shreds, the foolish all die. My humanity means nothing, all hope has been lost. I've given 
up everything and yet torture is my cost. Ripped apart, burned alive, thrown from the edge. Constantly 
falling, I'll have my revenge! 
 
Fight, you're left with nothing. It's break or be broken here. Try to survive, the battles are ruthless. It takes the 
patience of gods to persevere. How will you live, and how will you die? It doesn't matter, your left to fry . The 
walls are crumbling and the walls are shaking. But your humanity is still mine for the taking. 
 
Oh, and falling deeper still. The ink seeps through my veins. Swaying through this vacant portrait, in which 
we fall away. Yet we all stray away. Falling deep into the portraits that we paint. 
 
I can't recall what drove me here. Surrounded by the world around. 
 
Project your manifestations. Look deep into the eyes of what you fear inside. Don't lose yourself in this hell. 
Burnt flesh is easily the worst smell. 
 
But what's left for me here? I'm stuck in this inked out black world, with nothing but fear. My foot-steps are 
heavy, but my mind is breaking free. Start grasping at strings for some sanity. How will I live? and how will I 
die? It doesn't matter, I'm left to fry. The ground has collapsed and taken me down with it. I'm constantly 
falling, will it come to an end? 
 
Oh, and falling deeper still. The ink seeps through my veins. Swaying through this vacant portrait, in which 
we fall away. Yet we all stray away. Falling deep into the portraits that we paint. 
 
In this putrid hallway, everything's left to decay. Everything's left to decay! 
 
We watch it fall away, just to laugh as we break. Crippled by our motivation, irrational distaste.  
 
I cannot remember where I'm needed. These passages are painted for filth and grime. My west horrors are 
realized. Rip me to shreds. The foolish all die. 


